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WHAT IS A SKILLS STRATEGY
PROJECT AND WHY IS IT
IMPORTANT FOR LITHUANIA?
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Mega trends are changing and increasing
the skills needed for success in work and life
DEMOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGICAL
GLOBALISATION
CHANGE
CHANGE
More integrated world
economy than ever
Emergence of global
value chains, offshoring
and outsourcing
Increased vulnerability
of some workers

Ageing and
emigration mean
declines in the
working-age
population

Rapid development of
new technologies

Reallocation of jobs
towards care services

Expansion of sources
of learning, especially
online

Emergence of new
forms of work

Many jobs are at risk of being
automated in the future
Jobs at risk of Automation
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Source: Nedelkoska and Quintini (2018)
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The impetus for getting skills right is amplified by
the Coronavirus (COVID-19) crisis
Monthly unemployment rate, total, % of labour force, 2007-2021
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Source: OECD (2021), Unemployment rate (indicator). doi: 10.1787/52570002-en
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What is the OECD Skills Strategy project for
Lithuania?

Engaging stakeholders

A whole of government approach
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Project Milestones and Timeline
SCOPING

REPORT DRAFTING

MISSIONS

Q1 2020
Skills Strategy Seminar
> Introduce skills strategy
> Discuss priority areas of
focus

Questionnaire
(March-April)
> Sending and
completing
questionnaire

ASSESSMENT
Q2 2020
Assessment video
consultations (May & June)
> Webinar
> Bilateral meetings
> Small group thematic/
regional discussions

RECOMMENDATIONS
Q3 2020

REPORT AND LAUNCH
Q4 2020-Q2 2021

Recommendations videoconsultations
(September)
> Webinar
> Workshops
> Expert meetings

Report launch
> Public launch of the report

Chapter outlines
(July)
> OECD sends chapter
outlines for review
> Project Team provides
comments

Report drafting &
feedback
> OECD draft report for
review (November 2020)
> Project Team provides
comments (January 2021)
> OECD final report for
review (March 2021)
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Summary of priority areas
Skills Strategy Lithuania
Horizontal themes:
Developing key competencies, including in non-formal learning
Reducing skills imbalances in the economy

Priority 1: Equipping
young people with skills
for work and life

Priority 2: Raising
Priority 3: Using
adults’ and enterprises’
people’s skills more
participation in learning effectively in workplaces

Priority 4: Strengthening the governance of skills policies
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PRIORITY 1:
EQUIPPING YOUTH WITH SKILLS
FOR WORK AND LIFE
SKILLS SYSTEMS
9

The cognitive skills of Lithuania’s youth
could be improved
Performance of 15-year-old students in reading in 2018, and long-term trend
Mean reading score in PISA 2018 (left)
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Source: PISA 2018
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Opportunity 1: Successfully implementing and
complementing modern curricula
Students’ collaborative problem solving
mean scores, PISA 2015, selected countries
560
540
520
500
480

Selected recommendations
• Actively engage with education
stakeholders to ensure the
successful implementation of the
new curriculum, especially in
disadvantaged schools
• Modernise student assessment
practices to complement the
new curriculum

460
440
420
400

• Better target non-formal learning
to students from disadvantaged
backgrounds
Source: PISA 2015
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Opportunity 2: Strengthening Lithuania’s teaching
workforce
Teacher’s and Principals survey responses,
TALIS 2018
OECD maximum
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% of teachers
aged 50+

OECD average

Lithuania

OECD minimum

% of younger % of teachers who % of teachers who % of principals
teachers (age <51) 'agree' or 'strongly are satisfied with never received
wanting to leave agree' that the
their salary
school
teaching within the
teaching
administration or
next five years
profession is
principal training in
valued in society
their formal
learning
Source: OECD Teaching and Learning International Survey (TALIS) 2018
Vol. 1 & 2 https://doi.org/10.1787/1d0bc92a-en

Selected recommendations
• Better target and evaluate
public funding for continuous
professional development
• Make initial teacher education
studies more accessible with
multiple pathways, delivery
methods and incentives
• Continue improving teachers’
and leaders’ career progression,
especially in disadvantaged
schools
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Opportunity 3: Making vocational and higher education
more responsive to labour market needs
Young tertiary graduates experiencing
field-of-study mismatch, by field, 2019
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Selected recommendations
• Make better use of public
funding to steer HE and VET
to meet labour market needs
• Expand work-based learning
in VET and HE, by increasing
financial and other support
for employers and learners

Arts and
humanities

Natural
sciences,
mathematics
and statistics

Services

Information and Social sciences,
communications journalism,
technologies
information,
business,
adminstration,
law

Source: Vandeweyer and Verhagen (2020), "The changing labour market
for graduates from medium-level vocational education and training"

• Expand measures to support
students from disadvantaged
backgrounds to access statefunded HE places
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PRIORITY 2:
RAISING ADULTS’ AND
ENTERPRISES’ PARTICIPATION IN
LEARNING
14

Participation in adult learning is
comparatively low
A. Participation rate in formal and non-formal
education and training in the last 12 months
(AES, 2016)
%
60

B. Participation rate in formal and non-formal
education and training in the last 4 weeks (LFS,
2019)
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Source: OECD (2018), OECD calculations based on Survey of Adults Skills database (PIAAC) (2012, 2015].
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Opportunity 1: Raising awareness about adult
learning benefits and opportunities
Percentage of adults seeking information on
adult education and training
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Selected recommendations
• Consolidate and expand online
information about adult learning
into a one-stop shop (portal)
• Introduce local awareness-raising
initiatives through co-operation
with local stakeholders to engage
low-skilled adults in learning.
• Support enterprises to undertake
training needs assessments and
develop training plans, starting
with SMEs in economic sectors of
strategic importance

Source: Eurostat (2020), Adult Education Survey 2016: Search for
information on learning possibilities by type of learning and sex,
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/trng_aes_182/defau
lt/table?lang=en.
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Opportunity 2: Removing barriers to participation in
adult learning
Barriers to participation in adult learning for
individuals
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EU average

Lithuania

Selected recommendations
• Expand financial incentives for
adults to participate in adult
learning, focusing on target groups
such as low-skilled workers
• Introduce regional or sectoral
training funds financed through a
training levy

Schedule

Costs

Family
reasons

Other
personal
reasons

Distance

Lack of No suitable
support
offer for
from
education
employer or or training
public
services

Other

Health or
age reasons

• Improve the supply of online adult
learning in the Lithuanian language
by providing technical support to
vocational and higher education
institutions

Source: Source: Eurostat (2020), Adult Education Survey 2016: Population wanting to participate in education and training, by reason for not
participating and sex, https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/trng_aes_176/default/table?lang=en.
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Opportunity 3: Strengthening the recognition and
quality of non-formal adult education and training
Percentage who found education and training
useful for their job
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Very useful

Moderately useful

Somewhat useful

Not useful at all

Selected recommendations
• Establish quality labels for
providers of non-formal adult
education and training
• Introduce a monitoring
framework for learning outcomes
of publicly funded non-formal
adult education and training
• Develop guidelines to support
Lithuanian education institutions
in implementing high-quality
recognition and validation
processes

Source: OECD(2019), Surveyof Adult Skills Database (PIAAC, 2012, 2015, 2018), http://www.oecd.org/skills/piaac/data/
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PRIORITY 3:
USING PEOPLE’S SKILLS
EFFECTIVELY IN WORKPLACES
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Employers are not using workers’ skills
effectively in Lithuania’s workplaces
Skills use indicators, by type of skill, 2012, 2015, 2018
Index value

Minimum-maximum

OECD average

Lithuania

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

Reading at work

Numeracy at work

ICT at work

Social tasks at work

Note: The index ranges from 0 to 1, and is a computed average for the frequency with which workers use different tasks at
work
Source: OECD (2019[4]), Skills Matter: Additional Results from the Survey of Adult Skills, https://dx.doi.org/10.1787/1f029d8f-en.
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Opportunity 1: Enhancing the use of skills by supporting
businesses to adopt high-performance workplace practices
Skills use at work and high-performance workplace
practices (HPWP)
Reading at work,
2012, 2015, 2018
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Source: Survey of Adult Skills (PIAAC) (2012, 2015, 2018).

Selected recommendations
• Create a central portal with
user-friendly information for
business on HPWP and
support programmes
• Expanding existing and/or
introducing new business
support programmes that
target workplace practices
• Target HPWP support for
businesses to narrowly defined
priority sectors
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Opportunity 2: Strengthening management and
leadership skills to drive the transformation of workplaces
Share of managers with low literacy and/or
numeracy, PIAAC 2012, 2015, 2018
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Selected recommendations
• Develop a strategic and
shared vision for strengthening
management and leadership
skills
• Expand and improve the
quality of entrepreneurship
education in schools
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• Enhance the willingness of
managers to participate in
learning

0

Source: Survey of Adult Skills (PIAAC) (2012, 2015, 2018).
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Opportunity 3: Empowering and engaging the
workforce to make better use of their skills
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A. Share of employers indicating that their employees are very
motivated, 2019

B. Share of businesses that very often provide interesting and
stimulating work

Selected recommendations
• Engage and empower
employees, by promoting
advanced HR practices and
people management
approaches, pay systems, and
practices for job mobility
• Continue to strengthen
workplace and HR practices in
the public sector

Source: Eurofound (2020), European Company Survey 2019.
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PRIORITY 4:
STRENGTHENING THE
GOVERNANCE OF LITHUANIA’S
SKILLS SYSTEM
24

Strengthening the governance of skills systems

Promoting co-ordination, cooperation and collaboration across
the whole of government

Engaging stakeholders throughout
the policy cycle

Building integrated information
systems

Aligning and co-ordinating
financing arrangements
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Opportunity 1: Increasing the capacity and co-ordination of
governmental and non-government actors in the skills system
Coordination across Lithuania’s skills system is
complex

Selected recommendations
• Create a designated, interministerial body with leadauthority and responsibility for skills
policy
• Ensure a close collaboration
between the new body and the
National Tripartite Council
• Increase the capacity of
municipalities, regional
development councils and
sectoral professional committees
to fulfil their responsibilities
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Opportunity 2: Enhancing skills information
and career guidance systems and practices
Lithuania has several skills assessment and
anticipation tools, but information is not always
detailed or well used

Selected recommendations
• Increase capacity of ministries
and institutions to use evidence
in policy-making
• Improve quantitative skills
forecasting and qualitative skills
foresight to understand skills
needs
• Establish a comprehensive
lifelong career guidance system
across all of Lithuania’s regions
and for all age-groups
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Opportunity 3: Ensuring sustainable, well-targeted, and
shared financing of Lithuania’s skills system
Expenditure on education as percentage of
GDP (2018)
%
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Selected recommendations
• Increase employer and
potentially employee
investment in skills development
through the establishment of a
tripartite funding agreement.
• Increase public investment in
skills policies as part of a
tripartite funding agreement.
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• Systematically evaluate skills
programmes to target and
ensure support from state
funding
Source: Eurostat (2020) Expenditure on education
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Further information
Find the full report and Lithuanian
summary at:
https://www.oecd.org/employment/o
ecd-skills-strategy-lithuania-14deb088en.htm

To discuss OECD’s work on OECD
Skills Strategy projects, please
contact:

:

ben.game@oecd.org, Project lead
for OECD Skills Strategy Lithuania,
OECD Centre for Skills

andrew.bell@oecd.org, Head, OECD
Skills Strategy Projects, OECD Centre
for Skills
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